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ABSTRACT

various online tools, such as web photo sharing portals (e.g., Flickr)
or social networks (e.g., Facebook). Among vast digital images
and photos shared on the internet, a considerable amount of them
are related to human facial images because they are closely related
to social activities of human beings. The rapid growth of facial
images has created many research problems and opportunities for
a variety of real-world applications. An important technique in this
area is automated face annotation, which aims to tag human names
to a novel unlabeled facial image automatically.
Auto face annotation is beneficial to a number of real-world applications. For example, using auto face annotation techniques, online photo sharing sites or social networks can automatically annotate users’ uploaded photos to facilitate online photo search and
management tasks. Auto face annotation can also be applied in
news video domain to detect important persons appeared in the
videos to facilitate news video retrieval and summarization tasks.
Typically, face annotation is formulated as an extended face recognition problem, in which face classification models are trained from
a collection of well-controlled labeled facial images using supervised machine learning techniques [3, 25, 38, 41, 44]. Such approaches are referred to as “model-based face annotation" techniques. Despite being studied extensively, they suffer from several common drawbacks. First, it is usually time-consuming and
expensive to collect a large amount of human-labeled training facial images. Second, it is difficult to generalize the models when
new training data or novel persons are added, in which an intensive
re-training process is usually required. Last but not least, the annotation or recognition performance often scales poorly when the
number of persons/classes is very large.
Recent studies [33] have attempted to explore a promising retrievalbased annotation paradigm for facial image annotation by mining
the world wide web (WWW), where a mass number of weakly labeled facial images are freely available. Instead of training explicit
classification models by the regular model-based face annotation
approaches, the retrieval-based face annotation (RBFA) paradigm aims to tackle the automated face annotation task by exploiting
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) techniques [27, 37] in mining
massive weakly labeled facial images on the web. Such a paradigm was somewhat inspired by the search-based image annotation
techniques [34] for generic image annotation since face annotation
can be generally viewed as a sub-problem of generic image annotation [10, 11, 29, 32, 36], which has been extensively studied but
remains a very challenging open problem.
In general, there are two main challenges faced by the emerging
retrieval-based face annotation (RBFA) technique. The first challenge is how to efficiently retrieve a short list of most similar facial
images from a large facial image database, which typically relies
on an effective content-based facial image retrieval solution. The

Retrieval-based face annotation is a promising paradigm in mining
massive web facial images for automated face annotation. Such an
annotation paradigm usually encounters two key challenges. The
first challenge is how to efficiently retrieve a short list of most similar facial images from facial image databases, and the second challenge is how to effectively perform annotation by exploiting these
similar facial images and their weak labels which are often noisy
and incomplete. In this paper, we mainly focus on tackling the second challenge of the retrieval-based face annotation paradigm. In
particular, we propose an effective Weak Label Regularized Local
Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) technique, which exploits the local
coordinate coding principle in learning sparse features, and meanwhile employs the graph-based weak label regularization principle
to enhance the weak labels of the short list of similar facial images.
We present an efficient optimization algorithm to solve the WLRLCC task, and develop an effective sparse reconstruction scheme to
perform the final face name annotation. We conduct a set of extensive empirical studies on a large-scale facial image database with
a total of 6, 000 persons and over 600, 000 web facial images, in
which encouraging results show that the proposed WLRLCC algorithm significantly boosts the performance of the regular retrievalbased face annotation approaches.
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H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the digital era today, people can easily capture a photo by
all kinds of digital devices, and share it through the internet by
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Figure 1: The system flow of the Retrieval-based Face Annotation (RBFA) scheme. (a) We collect weakly-labeled facial images from
WWW using a web search engine; (b) We perform face detection and alignment, then extract GIST features from the detected faces,
and finally apply LSH [9] to index the high-dimensional facial features; (c) A query facial image uploaded by the user is transformed
into a feature vector with the same preprocessing step; using our content-based facial image retrieval engine, a short list of top-n
most similar facial images and their associated names are retrieved and passed to the next learning and annotation stage; (d) The
proposed WLRLCC scheme is applied to return the final list of (ranked) annotated face names.

2. RELATED WORK

second challenge is how to effectively exploit the short list of candidate facial images and their weak label information for the face
name annotation task, which is critical because the associated labels of web facial images are often noisy and incomplete due to the
nature of web images.
In this paper, we investigate the retrieval-based face annotation
scheme by mainly addressing the second challenge. In particular, we propose a novel Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate
Coding (WLRLCC) technique to tackle the retrieval-based face annotation problem, which attempts to boost the annotation performance by a unified learning scheme, which exploits the local coordinate coding in achieving more effective features and makes use
of the graph-based regularization to enhance the weak label simultaneously. In particular, given a query facial image for annotation,
we firstly search for a short list of top-n most similar facial images
from a weakly labeled web facial image database. After that, we
apply the proposed WLRLCC algorithm to obtain a more discriminative local coordinate coding representation and an enhanced label
matrix as well. Finally, we apply an effective sparse reconstruction
scheme for the final facial name annotation. As a summary, the
main contributions of this paper include:

Our work is closely related to several groups of research work.
The first group is the studies of face detection, verification, and
recognition. Comprehensive surveys on such topics can be found
in [42, 14]. Although traditional face recognition methods can be
extended for auto face annotation, they usually suffer from some
common drawbacks. For example, they often require high-quality
facial image databases collected in well-controlled environments.
This drawback has been partially improved by some recent work
on benchmark studies of unconstrained face detection and verification techniques on facial images collected from the web, such as
the LFW benchmark [16, 21, 4]. However, traditional face recognition techniques have to train explicit classification models, which
usually scale poorly when the number of persons/classess is large
and are nontrivial to re-train the models when adding new training
data or additional persons.
The second group is the studies of face annotation on collections of personal/family photos. Several studies [30, 7, 8] have
mainly focused on the annotation task on collections of personal/family photos, which often contain rich context clues, such as
personal/family names, social context, GPS tags, timestamps, etc.
In addition, the number of persons/classess is usually quite small, making such annotation tasks less challenging. These techniques
usually achieve fairly impressive annotation results, and some techniques have been successfully deployed in commercial applications, e.g., Apple iPhoto and Microsoft easyAlbum [8].
The third group is the studies of face annotation in mining weakly labeled facial images on the web. Some studies consider a human
name as the input query, and mainly aim to refine the text-based
search results by exploiting visual consistency of facial images,
which is closely related to automatic image re-ranking problems. For example, [22] proposed a graph-based model for finding the
densest sub-graph as the most related result. Le and Satoh [17] proposed a new local density score to represent the importance of each
returned images. Unlike these studies of filtering the text-based
retrieval results, some studies have attempted to directly annotate
each facial image with the names extracted from its caption information. For example, [2] proposed a possibility model combined
with a clustering algorithm to estimate the relationship between the

• We propose a novel Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) technique, which constructs an effective sparse coding and enhances the weak label by exploiting both the local coordinate coding and graph-based weak
label regularization principles.
• We propose an efficient algorithm to solve the proposed WLRLCC problem, and conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed algorithm for automated face annotation on
a large-scale web facial image database.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work. Section 3 briefly introduces the proposed retrievalbased face annotation (RBFA) framework. Section 4 presents the
proposed Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) scheme together with an effective face name annotation solution based on sparse reconstruction. Section 5 shows the experimental results of our empirical studies. Finally, Section 6 discusses
the limitations, and Section 7 concludes this paper.
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posed framework, which consists of the following four major stages:
(i) data collection of facial images from WWW, (ii) facial image
preprocessing and high-dimensional facial feature indexing, (iii)
content-based facial image retrieval for a query facial image, (iv)
face annotation by the proposed Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) algorithm. The details of each stage
are described as follows.
The first stage, as shown in Figure 1(a), is to collect a database of
weakly labeled facial images, which can be crawled from WWW.
In particular, we can choose a list of desired human names and submit them to existing web search engines (e.g., Google) for crawling
their related web facial images. As the output of this crawling process, we obtain a collection of web facial images, each of them is
associated with some human names. Given the nature of web images, these facial images are usually noisy, which may be incorrect
or incomplete. We thus refer to such web facial images with noisy
names as weakly labeled facial images.
The second stage, as shown in Figure 1(b), is to pre-process the
weakly label facial image database, including face detection, face
alignment, facial feature representation, and high dimension feature indexing. For facial region detection and alignment, we adopt
OpenCV and the unsupervised face alignment technique proposed
in [43]. For facial feature representation, we extract the GIST features [26] to represent the extracted facial regions. Finally, we apply the Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [9] to index the GIST
features in our solution.
The previous two stages must be done before annotating a query
facial image. The next two stages are related to online processes
of annotating a query facial image. As shown in Figure 1(c), given
a query facial image, we conduct a similar face retrieval process
to find a short list of most similar faces (e.g., top-n similar faces)
from the indexed face databases using the LSH technique.
After obtaining the top-n most similar faces, the last stage is
to apply the proposed Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate
Coding (WLRLCC) algorithm for name annotation, as shown in
Figure 1(d). Specifically, the proposed WLRLCC algorithm learns
local coordinate coding for each of the similar facial images and enhances the weak label matrix via an iterative optimization process.
Based on the learning results, a sparse reconstruction algorithm is
applied to perform the final face name annotation. Next we present
the details of the proposed WLRLCC technique.

facial images and the names in their captions. Finally, our work
is closely related to some recent studies on the retrieval-based face
annotation paradigm [33], which have attempted to attack the automated face annotation problem by exploiting content-based facial
image retrieval techniques in mining web facial images. Some recent work [37] mainly addressed the first challenge of the RBFA
paradigm, in which an effective image representation has been proposed by employing both the local and global features. Another
recent work is the unsupervised label refinement (ULR) technique
in [33] to address the second challenging problem where the initial weak label is enhanced by mining the facial graph information
over the whole retrieval database. The work in the paper differs
from the ULR scheme in several aspects. First, the ULR scheme
is difficult to handle huge databases due to its high computational cost, while the proposed WLRLCC algorithm is applied only
to a short list of most similar images. Second, the simple majority
voting scheme of the ULR scheme might not be effective enough in
exploiting the short list of most similar images; in contrast, the proposed WLRLCC algorithm comprehensively resolves this problem
by fully exploiting the short list of top similar images via a unified
optimization scheme of learning both sparse features and enhanced
labels.
The fourth group is the studies of generic image annotation. The
commonly studied techniques usually apply existing object recognition techniques to train classification models from human-labeled
training images or attempt to infer the correlations probabilities
between query images and annotation keywords [10, 11, 5, 13].
In recent years, the search-based image annotation paradigm in
mining web images has attracted more and more research attention [34, 24, 31, 23]. Some studies in this area have attempted to
develop efficient content-based indexing and searching techniques
to facilitate the annotation/recognition tasks. For example, Russell et al. [24] developed a large collection of web images with
ground truth labels to facilitate object recognition research. Wang
et al. [34] proposed an efficient search-based annotation scheme for
auto image annotation by combining both textural and visual information. There are also some studies that aim to address the final
annotation process with effective label propagation. For example,
Wright et al. [35] proposed a classification algorithm based sparse
representation, which predicts the label information based on the
class-based feature reconstruction. Tang et al. [29] presented a sparse graph-based semi-supervised learning (SGSSL) approach to
annotate web images. Wang et al. [32] proposed another sparse
coding based annotation framework (MSR), where the label-based
graph is used to learn a linear transformation matrix for feature dimension reduction, and sparse reconstruction is employed for the
subsequent label propagation step. Wu et al. [36] proposed to select
heterogeneous features with structural Grouping Sparsity and suggested a Multi-label Boosting scheme (MtBGS) for feature regression, in which a group sparse coefficient vector is achieved for each
class (category) and further used for predicting new instances. Wu
et al. [37] proposed a multi-reference re-ranking (MRR) scheme for
improving the retrieval process.
Finally, we note that the proposed learning methodology for WLRLCC is partially inspired by some existing works in machine learning, including local coordinate coding [40, 15], graph-based semisupervised learning [45, 6] and multi-label learning [28].

3.

4. WEAK LABEL REGULARIZED LOCAL
COORDINATE CODING (WLRLCC)
In this section, we present the proposed Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding algorithm for the face annotation
task based on a list of top-n most similar facial images. We first introduce some preliminaries and notations, followed by the problem
formulation and the proposed algorithms, respectively. Finally, we
discuss the sparse reconstruction method for the final name annotation.

4.1 Preliminaries

RETRIEVAL-BASED FACE ANNOTATION
FRAMEWORK

In this section, we briefly introduce the proposed Retrieval-based
Face Annotation (RBFA) paradigm. Figure 1 illustrates the pro-
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Consider a query facial image xq ∈ Rd , a d-dimension feature
vector with some unknown class label denoted as y q . The goal of
a retrieval-based face annotation task is to estimate y q based on the
retrieval result from a large facial image database. Assume the short
list of top-n most similar facial images to xq are {(xi , y i )n
i=1 },
where y i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} is the name label of its corresponding
facial image xi , and m is the total number of classes (names) among all the top-n facial images.
Let us denote by the feature matrix of the retrieval results X =

[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]. We represent the initial name information with
a class-membership-indicator matrix Ỹ ∈ Rn×m , where Ỹi⋆ , the
i-th row of matrix, denotes the class label vector for xi , Ỹij =
1 if j = y i , and Ỹij = 0 otherwise. Due to the nature of web
images, the initial “weak" label information Ỹ is often noisy and
incomplete. Thus, it is critical to find some effective solution to
enhance the initial weak label information. Finally, it is common
to know that facial images usually follow some manifold structure,
which motivates us to apply the local coordinate coding [40] to find
a more effective sparse representation.

can reformulate the optimization of learning the sparse representation for xi as follows:
n+d
X
1
e(ŝ; xi ) = min kxi − Bŝk2 + λ
ŝk · kB⋆k − xi k2
ŝ 2
k=1

s.t. ŝk ≥ 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , n + d and ŝi = 0.

Finally, we can give the formulation of the non-negative local coordinate coding problem for all the facial images in the top-n retrieval
results:
n
X
E1 (Ŝ; X) =
e(ŝ; xi ).
(6)

4.2 Problem Formulation
4.2.1 Sparse Features via Local Coordinate Coding

i=1

Sparse representation has been successfully applied in many applications, e.g., face recognition [35], graph construction [29], and
feature selection [36], etc. Let us denote by x ∈ Rd some observed
feature vector for reconstruction, and consider an under-determined
system of linear equation as follows:


s
x = [D, I]
= D · s + I · ξ,
ξ

(n+d)×n

where Ŝ ∈ R
= [S; Ξ], S ∈ Rn×n is the local coordinate
coding of X, and Ξ ∈ Rd×n is the noise matrix.

4.2.2 Weak Label Enhancement
The previous formulation shows that the j-th local sparse coefficient sij of facial image xi essentially encodes the locality information between xi and xj , j 6= i. Specifically, a larger value of sij
indicates that xj is more representative of xi , i.e., having a larger
contribution to the reconstruction of xi . In addition, from a view of
graph-based semi-supervised learning, for any two facial images,
the smaller their local distance, the more likely they should belong
to the same person. As a result, a larger value of sij implies that the
name labels of xi and xj are more likely to be the same.
Based on the above motivation, we can give the following formulation to enhance the initial weak label matrix Ỹ as follows:

where D is the overcomplete dictionary, I is an identity matrix, and
ξ is a noise term. If the solution s is sparse enough, it should be
recovered by solving the following convex optimization problem:
min σSC ([s; ξ]),
[s;ξ]

s.t.

x=D·s+I ·ξ

(1)

where the sparsity penalty function is defined as σSC (·) = k · k1 .
We can apply the same idea to reconstruct the sparse representation
si of the i-th facial image xi in the top-n retrieval results based on
the dictionary B = [X, I] ∈ Rd×(n+d) as follows:
1
ŝi = arg min kxi − Bŝk2 + λ · σSC (ŝ), s.t. ŝi = 0
ŝ 2

E2 (Y, S) = min

(2)

Y ≥0

where ŝi = [si ; ξ i ], si is the sparse coding of xi , and ξ i is the
coefficient related to the noise of the facial image. The constraint
ŝi = 0 is to avoid using xi itself for reconstruction.
Following the Local Coordinate Coding (LCC) [40], it is important to exploit the locality information for the linear embedding of
high dimensional data on the manifold. In contrast to traditional sparse coding, the intuition of LCC is to assign a larger coefficient to
the dictionary item that is closer to the encoding item. Specifically, instead of adopting the sparsity term σSC (ŝ) directly, a locality
weight is assigned to each element in ŝ. Thus, the regularizer of
LCC is formulated as follows:
σLCC (ŝ) =

n+d
X

|ŝk | · kB⋆k − xi k2

(5)

1X i
sj kYi⋆ − Yj⋆ k2 + λk(Y − Ỹ ) ◦ M k2F (7)
2 i,j

M is a “sign” matrix M = [sign(Ỹij )] where sign(x) = 1 if
x > 0 and 0 otherwise, and ◦ denotes the Hadamard product of two
matrices. In the above objective function, the first term enforces
that the class labels of two facial images xi and xj to be similar
if the local sparse coefficient sij is large, and the second term is
a regularization term that prevents the refined label matrix being
deviated too much from the initial weak matrix. Since the initial
label matrix is noisy and incomplete, we apply the regularization
of the second term on only these nonzero elements in Ỹ .
In general, the optimal solution to the problem in Eq. (7) is
dense; however, the ideal true label matrix is often very sparse.
Following the suggestion in [33], we introduce some convex sparsity constraints to take into the consideration of sparsity, i.e.,
kYi⋆ k1 ≤ ε, ε ≥ 1, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n (we choose ε = 1 in
this work). These constraints are included to limit the number of
name labels assigned to each facial image.

(3)

k=1

where B⋆k is the k-th column of dictionary B, and ŝk is the k-th
element of ŝ.
The regularizer σLCC (ŝ) in LCC has a close relationship with the
non-negative sparse coding (NNSC) [15], in which all the elements
in ŝ are forced to be non-negative:
X
σNNSC (ŝ) =
ŝk , s.t. ŝ ≥ 0
(4)

4.2.3 Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding
The above two optimization tasks of “sparse feature learning"
and “label enhancement" are performed separately. In particular,
the sparse features S are first learned from the optimization in Eq. (5), and then used by the optimization in Eq. (7) to refine the
label matrix Y . To better exploit the potential of the two learning
approaches, we propose the Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) scheme, which aims to reinforce the two
learning tasks via a unified optimization framework. Specifically,
the optimization of WLRLCC can be formulated as follows:

k

In the above regularizer, because of the non-negative constraint, a dictionary item that is close to the input item xi (i.e., small
kB⋆k −xi k2 ) is more likely to be active (nonzero) in NNSC, which
in some sense is similar to LCC. By this motivation, we propose to
combine the two regularizers to strengthen the locality constraint,
which will also simplify our optimization problem. As a result, we
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Similarly, by fixing Ŝ and ignoring the constant terms, the optimization problem in Eq.(8) can be reformulated as follows:

1
Q(Ŝ, Y ) = E1 (Ŝ; X) + E2 (Y, S) = min kB Ŝ − Xk2F +
Ŝ,Y 2
λ1 tr(1 · (Ŝ ◦ V )) + λ2 tr(Y ⊤ LY ) + λ3 k(Y − Ỹ ) ◦ M k2F

QŜ (Y ) = min tr(Y ⊤ LY ) + λk(Y − Ŷ ) ◦ M k2F
Y

(8)

s.t. Ŝii = 0, kYi⋆ k1 ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, Ŝ ≥ 0, Y ≥ 0
(n+d)×n

where λ = λλ23 , and the other variables follow the same definitions in Eq.(8). The optimization problem is a quadratic program
with a series of closed and convex constraints (ℓ1 ball). In order
to efficiently solve this problem, we first vectorize the label matrix
Y ∈ Rn×m into a column vector ȳ = vec(Y ) ∈ R(n·m)×1 , and
then rewrite the previous optimization problem as follows:

2

where V ∈ R
, Vij = kBP⋆i − X
k , L = D − S, D
P⋆j
S⋆i
, Y ∈ Rn×m , 1 is
is a diagonal matrix, with Dii = Si⋆ +
2
all-one-element matrix with dimension n × (n + d), ◦ denotes the
Hadamard product of two matrices, and tr(·) denotes a trace function. In the above, λ2 tr(Y ⊤ LY ) is a label smoothness regularizer
which connects between the label matrix and the sparse features.
Remark. Although WLRLCC is similar to some existing sparse
representation schemes, it differs from the existing approaches in
two major aspects. First, instead of using the traditional sparse representation for semantic graph construction, a non-negative local
coordinate coding algorithm is adopted, which exploits the advantages of both NNSC [15] and LCC [40]. Second, WLRLCC employs a unified optimization scheme to solve both sparse feature
learning and label enhancement in an iterative approach; as a result, the enhanced label information is also exploited by the sparse
coding step, which in some sense becomes a weakly supervised
sparse learning approach while traditional sparse coding is often
unsupervised.

Q(ȳ) = min ȳ ⊤ Ψ ȳ + c⊤ ȳ, s.t. ∀i,
ȳ≥0

The optimization problem in Eq. (8) is generally non-convex. To
solve this challenging optimization, we propose to solve Ŝ and Y
alternatively by iteratively solving two optimization steps: (1) Code
Learning, and (2) Label Learning. The step of updating Ŝ can be
transformed into a weighted non-negative sparse coding problem,
and the step of updating Y is a quadratic programming problem.

(13)

where v = z (k) − 1t g and g = 2Ψ z (k) + c, t could be a fixed
positive constant or searched in a backtracking step [1]. The key
problem is to solve Eq. (13) efficiently. In our work, we employ the
Euclidian projection algorithm [20], which has been shown as an
efficient solution to such kind of ℓ1 ball constrained problem with
linear time complexity of O(n) as compared with other algorithms
of O(n log(n)).
Further, in order to apply the Euclidian projection algorithm,
we split ȳ into a series of m-dimension sub-vectors with ȳ i =
[ȳk·n+i )]m−1
k=0 , where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and similarly we can split
the vector v. Specifically, each optimal solution ȳ i⋆ for sub-vector
ȳ i can be achieved by solving the following problem:

(9)

s.t. Ŝii = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and Ŝ ≥ 0
where Z = λ1 V + λ2 U , U ∈ R(n+d)×n , for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
if i ≤ n, Uij = 12 kYi⋆ − Yj⋆ k2 ; otherwise Uij = 0. The other
variables follow the same definitions in Eq.(8).
The optimization problem in Eq. (9) can be further separated
into a series of sub-problems for each coding coefficient Ŝ⋆i of
facial image X⋆i . Each sub-problem is a weighted non-negative
sparse coding problem, which can be written into the following
optimization:
s.t. ŝi = 0.

(12)

k=0

By first fixing the label matrix Y and ignoring the constant terms,
the optimization problem in Eq. (8) can be reformulated as follows:

1
min kBŝ − X⋆i k2 + λ1
ŝk · Zki
ŝ≥0 2
k=1

ȳk·n+i ≤ 1.

k=0

m−1
X
t
ȳ (k+1) = arg min kȳ − vk2 , s.t. ∀i,
ȳk·n+i ≤ 1.
ȳ≥0 2

4.3.1 Code Learning

n+d
X

m−1
X

where Ψ = Im ⊗ L⊤ + λR, Im is an identity matrix with dimension m × m, R = diag(vec(M )), c = −2λR⊤ · vec(Ỹ ), and
ȳj is the j-th element in ȳ. In order to solve this problem, we employ the multi-step gradient scheme [1] and the efficient Euclidean
projection algorithm [20].
Specifically, in the multi-step gradient scheme, in order to achieve
the optimal solution ȳ ⋆ , we recursively update two sequences {ȳ (k) }
and {z (k) }, where k is the iteration step. Commonly at each iteration k, the variance z (k) is named as the search point and used to
construct the combination of the two previous approximate solutions ȳ (k−1) and ȳ (k−2) . In our problem, the sub-block problem is
defined as:

4.3 Optimization

1
QY (Ŝ) = min kB Ŝ − Xk2F + tr(1 · (Ŝ ◦ Z))
Ŝ 2

(11)

s.t. Y ≥ 0, kYi⋆ k1 ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

ȳ i⋆ = arg min

ȳ i ≥0

t i
kȳ − v i k2 ,
2

s.t. kȳ i k1 ≤ 1.

(14)

The problem in Eq. (14) has a non-negative constraint, which is
different from the one in [20]. The optimal solution to this problem
is given as:
ȳji⋆ = sign(vji ) · max(|vji | − λ⋆ , 0), j = 1, 2, . . . , m.

(15)

where sign(·) is the sign function in Eq. (7), ȳji and vji are the j-th
elements in ȳ i and v i , and λ⋆ is the optimal solution for the dual
form of Eq. (14). Suppose S = {j|vji ≥ 0}, the value of λ⋆ can be
computed as follows:
(
P
0
v i ≤ 1,
⋆
Pk∈S ki
λ =
(16)
λ̄
k∈S vk > 1.
P
where λ̄ is the unique root of function f (λ) = k∈S max(|vki | −
λ, 0) − 1, which is continuous and monotonically decreasing in
(−∞, ∞). The root λ̄ can be achieved by a bisection search in

(10)

In our approach, we adopt the Fast Iterative Shrinkage and Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [1], a popular and efficient algorithm for
the linear inverse problem that has been already implemented for sparse learning in [19]. Since we aim to solve the problem related
to only the top-n images in the retrieval results, where n is usually
small, FISTA is efficient enough for our application.

4.3.2 Label Learning
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linear time complexity of O(dim(ȳ i )). It is well-known that the
multi-step gradient scheme converges at O( k12 ), where k is the iteration step, indicating our optimization can be solved efficiently.

refer to this database as the “retrieval database", which will be used
for facial image retrieval during the auto face annotation process.
In order to evaluate the effect of different database sizes, we also
built three subsets of the whole database by including the images
belonging to a subset of P most popular persons. For example,
P
when choosing P = 400, we will choose the top 40
= 10 names
from the name list of each year. We denote such a new database
as “GDB-040K", which means that there are about over 40, 000
images in this sub-database. Following the same method, we totally
construct four databases in different sizes, i.e., GDB-040K, GDB100K, GDB-200K, GDB-600K.
We also built a “test dataset" by randomly choosing 120 names
from our name list. We submitted each of these names as a text
query to Google image search and crawled about 200 images from
the top 200-th to 400-th search results. Note that we did not consider the top 200 retrieved images since they had already been collected in the retrieval database. This aims to examine the generalization performance of the proposed technique for unseen facial
images. Since these facial images are often noisy, in order to form
the ground truth labels for the test dataset, we requested our staff to
manually examine the retrieved facial images and remove those irrelevant facial images for each name. As a result, the test database
consists of about 1, 600 facial images with on average about 10 to
15 facial images for each person.

4.4 Face Name Annotation
After obtaining the sparse coding matrix S and the enhanced
label matrix Y , the last key step of our framework is to perform
the face name annotation. First, the query facial image xq is also
projected into the local coordinate coding space. In particular, the
new coding sq w.r.t. xq can be achieved by solving the following
optimization problem:
X
1
[sq ; ξ q ] = arg min kBŝ − xq k2 + λ
ŝk · kB⋆k − xq k2 (17)
ŝ≥0 2
k

where the parameter setting is the same as the previous WLRLCC
algorithm.
Although the manifold structure is supposed to be well fitted in
the new local coordinate space, it is still unsuitable to directly use
a one-vs-one similarity measure for face name annotation. For the
second step, we employ a sparse reconstruction scheme in the local
coordinate coding space to recover the potential weighting vector
wq for name annotation in the label space. The optimization problem is given as follows:
min kwq k1

s.t. sq = SIn · wq

(18)

5.2 Compared Algorithms and Metric

where SIn = S +In , S is the local coordinate codes obtained from
the previous step and In is an n × n identity matrix.
Finally, the label vector y q can be directly computed by:

To evaluate the performance of the proposed WLRLCC algorithm, we compare it against a number of different algorithms, including a common baseline based on weighted majority voting and
five state-of-the-art algorithms for face/image annotation. Most of
these algorithms were proposed in recent years, which have been
briefly introduced in Section 2. As a fair comparison, we adopted
the same GIST features [26] to represent all the facial images. To
evaluate the annotation performances, we adopted the hit rate at the
top-t annotated results as the performance metric, which measures
the likelihood of having the true label among the top-t annotated
names for a query facial image. The list of compared algorithms
and their parameter settings are discussed as follows:

y q = Y ⊤ · wq
The value ykq , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} measures the confidence of the
k-th name being assigned to the query facial image xq ; as a result,
a name with a large confidence value will be ranked on the top
position for the final annotation result.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed Weak Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) algorithm, we conduct an extensive set of experiments to compare WLRLCC with
other annotation algorithms on a large real-world weakly labeled
facial images database. In the following subsections, we first briefly
introduce the construction of our weak labeled facial image database.
We then discuss the compared algorithms and their parameter settings. Finally, we present and discuss the experimental results.

• “SMW": a baseline algorithm that simply adopts the softmax weighted majority voting, which assigns a weighting
q i
,x )
coefficient wi to the label vector Ỹi⋆ by wi = Pns(xs(x
q ,xj ) ,
j=1

where s(·, ·) is defined as s(xq , xi ) =

• “S-Recon": the sparse label reconstruction algorithm [35].
The label of xq is predicted as y q = Y ⊤ · sq , where sq is the
sparse representation of xq achieved with Eq.(1).

5.1 Experimental Testbed
To build our experimental testbed, we first collected a name list
consisting of 6000 popular actor and actress names downloaded
from the IMDb website http://www.imdb.com. We collected those names with the billboard: “Most Popular People Born In
yyyy" of IMDb, where yyyy is the born year. e.g., the webpage
1
presents all the actors and actresses who were born in 1975 in the
popularity order. Our name list covers the actors and actresses who
were born between 1950 and 1990. We submitted each name from
the list as a query to search for related web images by Google image search engine. The top 200 retrieved web images were crawled
automatically. After that we adopt the OpenCV toolbox to detect
the faces and adopt the Deformable Lucas-Kanade (DLK) algorithm [43] to align facial images into the same well-defined position.
The non-face-detected web images were ignored directly. As a result, we collected over 600, 000 facial images in our database. We
1

1
.
1+exp (−kxq −xi k2 )

• “SGSSL": the kNN Sparse Graph-based Semi-Supervised
Learning algorithm [29], where parameters are set according
the ones given by the authors.
• “MRR": the Multi-Reference Re-ranking algorithm [37]. The
parameters setting follows the authors’ suggestions of Np =
320 and α = 8. After the re-ranking step, the SMW algorithm is employed for the final name annotation.
• “MtBGS": the Multi-label Boosting by selecting heterogeneous features with structural Grouping Sparsity [36]. The
parameters λ1 and λ2 are tuned via cross validation. As only
one kind of feature is used, the number of groups in MtBGS
is set to 1 in our experiment.
• “MSC” : the multi-label sparse coding framework, in which
label information is used to build the semantic graph for feature embedding [32]. The parameter λ in the graph construc-

http://www.imdb.com/search/name?birth_year=1975
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tion and label propagation steps are determined via cross validation. The parameter β is set to 0.1 according to the paper.

weighted majority voting algorithm without any re-ranking, it prefers the retrieval result with a high precision; thus its parameter n
for Top-n retrieved images is set to 10. On the other hand, the
other algorithms usually carrying a re-ranking or sample selection
step typically prefer a high recall of the retrieved results such that
a potentially larger pool of facial images can be exploited for reranking. Thus, the parameter n for all the other algorithms is set to
40.

• “WLRLCC": the proposed Weak Label Regularized Local
Coordinate Coding algorithm. The parameter λ2 in Eq. (8)
is related to the Code learning step and Label learning step,
where its contribution also depends on the setting of λ1 and
λ3 , respectively. In our experiments, we set λ2 to 0.1, and
tune λ1 and λ3 via cross validation. For the parameter in
Eq. (17), we set it to the same value as λ1 .

5.4 Evaluation of Label Enhancement

Furthermore, we discuss the cross validation issue. For all the
compared algorithms, we only conducted it in the experiments on
the GDB-040K; as a result, the parameters with the best average
hit rate results are directly used in the following experiments based
on GDB-100K, GDB-200K, and GDB-600K, which is also helpful
to evaluate the parameter sensitivity. In particular, for the experiments on GDB-040K, we randomly divide the test dataset into two
parts of equal size, in which one part is used as the validation set to
find the optimal parameters by a grid search, and the other part is
used for performance evaluation. Such a procedure is repeated 10
times and the average performance is computed over the 10 trials,
in which the parameters with the best average hit rate performance
are recorded. For the experiments on GDB-100K, GDB-200K and
GDB-600K, we also split the test database into two parts, and randomly selected one for performance evaluation with the previous
recorded parameters. For all the algorithms, we report both the
average performances and their standard deviations.

This experiment aims to evaluate the performance of the refined
label matrix Y . To ease our discussion, we only present the results
of the proposed WLRLCC algorithm on the most noisy GDB-600K
database. Similar observations can also been observed on the other
databases by employing different algorithms. The WLRLCC algorithm is firstly applied to learn the local coordinate coding and
enhance the label matrix. After that, both the refined label matrix
Y and the initial weak label matrix Ỹ are used in the face name
annotation step. The comparison results are presented in Figure 2.

5.3 Impact of Top-n and Top-t Settings
Top-n
10
20
30
40
50
100
200

t=1
0.570
0.529
0.511
0.497
0.470
0.413
0.362

t=3
0.731
0.703
0.683
0.669
0.659
0.605
0.552

t=5
0.773
0.779
0.760
0.740
0.737
0.693
0.638

t=7
0.793
0.798
0.800
0.784
0.769
0.748
0.692

t=9
0.804
0.810
0.818
0.822
0.804
0.777
0.738

t=10
0.808
0.817
0.822
0.832
0.818
0.792
0.756

Figure 2: Evaluation of the enhanced label matrix Y on the
GDB-600K database.
From the experimental results, it is obvious to observe that the
enhanced label matrix Y significantly boosts the annotation performance, especially for small t values. This means that the proposed WLRLCC algorithm can efficiently exploit the graph-based
locality information to refine the initial weak label matrix. In the
following experiments, in order to evaluate the encoding results of
the proposed WLRLCC algorithm, we will directly adopt the refined label matrix Y for all the compared algorithms to enable a
fair comparison.

Table 1: The hit rate performance of baseline algorithm SMW
with different settings of Top-n faces and Top-t names.
This experiment aims to evaluate the impact on the final annotation performance by varied settings of n and t values for Top-n
retrieved facial images and Top-t annotated names. Table 1 shows
the annotation performance of the baseline SMW algorithm with
different settings of n and t values on the GDB-040K database.
In this experiment, the initial weak label Ỹ is used as we aim to
examine the relationship between n and t in the original database.
Several observations can be drawn from the experimental results. First of all, when n is fixed, increasing the value of t generally
leads to better annotation performance. However, the improvement
becomes marginal when t is larger than some threshold. Second,
when increasing the value of n, the annotation performance decreases for a small t value (e.g., Top-t=1), but increases for a large
t value (e.g., Top-t = 10). However, when n is large enough (i.e.,
Top-n > 40), increasing n definitely leads to degrade the annotation performance for all the t values. Finally, we found that a small
n value often results in a high precision and a low recall of any
top-t retrieval results, while a large n value often produces a high
recall and a low precision.
The previous observations are beneficial to determining appropriate parameters in our experiments. Since SMW is a simple

5.5 Evaluation of Auto Face Annotation
In this experiment, we compare the proposed WLRLCC algorithm with other algorithms on the GDB-040K database. Figure 3
and Table 2 show the average annotation performance at different t
values, in which both mean and the standard deviation are reported.
We can draw some observations for the results.
First of all, it is clear that the proposed WLRLCC algorithm consistently performs better than the other algorithms, especially for small t values. Considering Top-t = 1, the performance of the baseline SMW algorithm is about 60.8%. Using other more sophisticated annotation algorithms, much better results are achieved, e.g.,
MtBGS achieves 74.2% which is the best among all the other compared algorithm, except the proposed algorithm WLRLCC, which
can further boost the performance to 77.5%. The promising result
validates the effectiveness of the proposed WLRLCC algorithm for
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that the annotation performance will decrease when increasing the
size of the retrieval database, which is similar to the observation
of the facial image retrieval in [37]. Note that there are two different ways for increasing the database sizes. One is to increase
the number of facial images for each person, which is beneficial to
the annotation task as more potential images are included, as shown
in [33]; the other is to increase the number of unique persons, which
could increase the difficulty of facial image retrieval and thus would
degrade the annotation performance. The increase of database size
in this experiment belongs to the second case. Third, the result also
illustrates that the facial annotation problem remains a challenging
problem, especially for large scale retrieval databases where accurate facial image retrieval could be a bottleneck for the annotation
task, which is out of the scope of discussions in this paper.
Figure 3: The comparison among WLRLCC and other algorithms on database GDB-040K.
improving the retrieval-based face annotation task. Secondly, similar to the observation obtained from Figure 2, more performance
improvement is achieved by the WLRLCC algorithm for a small
Top-t value, which is more critical for real applications. In practice, we mainly focus on a small t value since users usually would
not be interested in a long list of annotated names. Thirdly, the
annotation performance of MSC becomes worse when the t value
for Top-t is too large. The MSC algorithm relies on a well-defined
label matrix, which is used for graph construction and feature embedding. Although the label matrix Y is refined, it would still be
noisy comparing to the manual labels.

WLRLCC
S-Recon
SGSSL
MRR
MtBGS
MSC
SMW

t=1
0.7745
± 0.012
0.7351
± 0.010
0.7375
± 0.013
0.6688
± 0.014
0.7424
± 0.013
0.6483
± 0.013
0.6076
± 0.015

t=2
0.8089
± 0.010
0.7845
± 0.010
0.7806
± 0.009
0.7626
± 0.009
0.7846
± 0.013
0.6980
± 0.013
0.7173
± 0.009

t=3
0.8273
± 0.010
0.8080
± 0.010
0.8043
± 0.009
0.7888
± 0.009
0.7996
± 0.011
0.7179
± 0.013
0.7596
± 0.008

t=4
0.8396
± 0.009
0.8213
± 0.008
0.8233
± 0.009
0.8045
± 0.009
0.8140
± 0.011
0.7258
± 0.011
0.7846
± 0.007

Figure 4: The comparison between WLRLCC and other algorithms on GDB-040K, GDB-100K,GDB-200K, and GDB-600K,
with Top-t=1

t=5
0.8501
± 0.009
0.8366
± 0.007
0.8320
± 0.009
0.8148
± 0.011
0.8283
± 0.010
0.7374
± 0.010
0.7958
± 0.007

5.7 Evaluation of Running Time Cost
In this section, we aim to evaluate the running time cost of the
proposed WLRLCC algorithms, which consists of two major steps:
(i) code learning and (ii) label learning. We adopt the FISTA [1] algorithm for solving the first problem, and implement the algorithm
presented in Section 4.3.2 for the special QP problem in the second problem. To further reduce the running time, we also evaluate
the performance of adopting PCA for dimension reduction over the
original 512-dim GIST feature. We randomly select 1000 images
from the retrieval database for PCA training. All the experiment results are presented in Table 4, where W-k denotes the new feature
dimension is k after doing PCA projection.
Several observations can be drawn from these experiment results. First of all, the WLRLCC algorithm takes a bit longer time than
the other algorithms, about 1.2 second for each query, as it has to
code the feature and enhance the label together. Secondly, by using
the PCA dimension reduction technique, the running time could be
considerably reduced without introduce much performance degradation. For example, for the new 200-dim feature, the WLRLCC
algorithm needs only about 0.63 second, but still achieves the best
annotation performance, about 76.2%. Thirdly, when the dimension of the new feature space is small enough, the annotation performance of WLRLCC will decrease fast without more shrinkage
in running time, which means there is a trade-off between the running time and the annotation performance. In this experiment, the
suggested range of new feature dimension is about [200, 300].
Besides the dimension reduction techniques, some other techniques could also been used for acceleration. In [39], Yang and
Zhang propose a Gabor kernel based scheme to reduce the number

Table 2: The comparison among WLRLCC and other algorithms on database GDB-040K.

5.6 Evaluation of Varied Database Sizes
In this experiment, we aim to examine the relationship between
the annotation performance and the size of the retrieval database:
GDB-040K, GDB-100K, GDB-200K, and GDB-600K. The experiment results are presented in Figure 1 and Table 3, where both the
average performance and the standard deviation are presented. To
be clear, we only show the annotation result with Top-t = 1, which
is the most important case for the annotation task.
We can draw some observations from the results. First of all,
similar to the previous observations, the WLRLCC algorithm consistently achieves the best annotation performance among all the
compared algorithms for different database sizes. Second, it is clear
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GDB-040K
GDB-100K
GDB-200K
GDB-600K

WLRLCC
0.7745±0.012
0.7156±0.011
0.6625±0.012
0.5544±0.010

S-Recon
0.7351±0.010
0.6789±0.009
0.6314±0.008
0.5228±0.007

SGSSL
0.7375±0.013
0.6644±0.012
0.6301±0.011
0.5015±0.011

MRR
0.6688±0.014
0.6080±0.010
0.5898±0.008
0.5005±0.008

MtBGS
0.7424±0.013
0.6766±0.011
0.6405±0.010
0.5359±0.009

MSC
0.6483±0.013
0.5981±0.012
0.5628±0.012
0.4694±0.010

SMW
0.6076±0.015
0.5689±0.011
0.5323±0.013
0.4600±0.013

Table 3: Comparison between WLRLCC and other algorithms on GDB-040K, GDB-100K, GDB-200K, and GDB-600K (top-t=1).

Time
(s)
Hit
Rate
Time
(s)
Hit
Rate

S-Recon
0.023
± 0.007
0.7351
± 0.010
WLRLCC
1.205
± 0.041
0.7745
± 0.012

SGSSL
0.971
± 0.023
0.7375
± 0.013
W-400
0.959
± 0.017
0.7639
± 0.013

MRR
0.175
± 0.016
0.6688
± 0.014
W-300
0.773
± 0.028
0.7619
± 0.134

MtBGS
0.414
± 0.103
0.7424
± 0.013
W-200
0.63
± 0.020
0.7615
± 0.011

MSC
0.104
± 0.191
0.6483
± 0.013
W-100
0.524
± 0.030
0.7403
± 0.116

6. DISCUSSIONS
There are two main assumptions for the proposed WLRLCC algorithm: (i) Although the initial weak label matrix is noisy and
incomplete, the majority of its information remains beneficial; (ii)
Two similar faces in the feature space share the same (close) name
label. Typically, a generic image annotation problem also satisfies
these assumptions. Our algorithm thus can be directly applied to
a generic image annotation problem with a larger ε value for the
multi-label task. On the other hand, the WLRLCC algorithm is
usually limited by the discriminative ability of features, it would
achieve a better performance on a special type of image annotation
than generic image annotation problem.
The proposed retrieval-based face annotation scheme can be applied to many real-world applications. For example, it can be used
to examine if a user uploads a celebrity’s photo as his/her own avatar in a real-name social network. It can also be used for personal
photo management in photo sharing web sites, where millions of
unlabeled images are uploaded everyday.
For future work, we will address the issues of developing more
efficient algorithms for the WLRLCC algorithm, including approximate sparse coding algorithms. In addition, instead of handling
both the feature coding and label refinement steps in online manners, another way is to solve these problems over the whole retrieval database in an off-line manner. Future work will examine
how to combine these two schemes effectively.

Table 4: The running time comparison of different algorithms
and the annotation performance of different dimension reduction from the original 512-dim GIST feature(Top-t=1). W-k
means the new feature dimension is k.
of atoms in dictionary, which could greatly reduces the computational cost for coding. In order to solve the large scale problem
efficiently, some approximated algorithms are also proposed for sparse coding problem (e.g., LISTA [12], CoD [18], and so on.).
These algorithms could also be adopted into our problem for running time reduction, which will be included in our further works.

5.8 Evaluation of Parameter Sensitivity
For the proposed WLRLCC algorithm, the best parameters λ1
and λ3 are found by a grid search on the GDB-040K database,
which are also adopted in the experiments on other databases. Figure 5 shows the grid search results, where the ranges for λ1 , λ3
are {0.005, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 3, 5}. From the figure, we observe that
the performance of WLRLCC tends to be stable in some region
λ1 ∈ [0.005, 0.1] and λ3 ∈ [0.1, 3]. We thus choose λ1 = 0.01
and λ3 = 1 in our experiments, which are also adopted in the other
three experiments on varied-scale databases. As shown in Figure 4,
the encouraging performance of WLRLCC indicates that it is generally robust in the parameter setting for similar experiments.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the retrieval-based face annotation problem and presented a promising framework to attack this challenge
by mining massive weakly labeled facial images freely available
on WWW. To improve the annotation performance, a novel Weak
Label Regularized Local Coordinate Coding (WLRLCC) algorithm was proposed, which effectively exploits the principles of both
local coordinate coding and graph-based weak label regularization.
Using the achieved representative local coordinate coding and enhanced label matrix, a sparse reconstruction scheme is proposed
for face name annotation. We conducted extensive experiments and
found that the proposed WLRLCC algorithm achieved encouraging
results on a large-scale web facial image testbed.
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